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I share Shamseer and Vohra’s concern about publication bias in the leading medical journals.  For 
example, in 1975 the American Journal of Medicine published a highly influential review on vitamin
C and the common cold by Thomas Chalmers (1). When I became interested in the same topic, I was
puzzled by the great discrepancy between the original trial reports and Chalmers’ selection and 
description of them. I wrote a critique of Chalmers’ review, but my paper was rejected by the same 
journal and it was published in a minor journal (2, 3). Obviously, the leading journals must be highly
selective in the acceptance of papers, but that leads to bias in reports reaching wide readerships.

Nevertheless, I do not agree that publication bias might substantially affect the main 
conclusions of our Cochrane review (4). We are drawing several conclusions and they should be 
considered individually. We concluded that there is strong evidence of heterogeneity in the effect of 
vitamin C on common cold incidence. Vitamin C halved the number of colds in participants under 
heavy acute physical stress, but had no effect on the incidence of colds in the general community. 
How could such heterogeneity be generated by publication bias? Furthermore, based on 30 trials 
with 9676 recorded common cold episodes in all, we concluded that regular vitamin C 
supplementation shortens the duration of colds. Proposal that this effect is explained by publication 
bias presumes that several large trials with negative findings remain unpublished which does not 
seem a reasonable assumption. Publication bias may affect the point estimates of our analyses, but it 
is unlikely to affect our main conclusions.

Shamseer and Vohra comment that we might have included more data bases in our literature 
searches. However, even though MEDLINE and EMBASE can miss some trials published in CAM 
journals, we also searched the Cochrane CENTRAL which collects trials independent of them being 
recorded in MEDLINE or EMBASE. Furthermore, we describe in the Cochrane review that I have 
been actively collecting literature on vitamin C and common cold trials for over two decades. 
Because of my familiarity with the literature, I pointed out that an extensive literature search (5,6) 
had missed six placebo-controlled trials (7). If Shamseer and Vohra consider that we may have 
missed relevant trials, they should search and describe examples instead of just speculating. 
Furthermore, as described above, our main conclusions are not sensitive to a few unidentified or 
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unpublished trials.
Shamseer and Vohra state that we did not mention whether foreign language trials were 

sought and included. We did not describe selection by language which means that we selected trials 
independent of their language. The reference section of our review shows that we found and 
assessed trials published in Finnish, German, Spanish and Swedish.

Shamseer and Vohra argue that we should have constructed a funnel plot to explore the 
possibility of publication bias. Funnel plot has been popular; however, it is not a valid method. For 
example, different metrics lead to different shapes of the funnel plot. Furthermore, asymmetry can 
arise from biological heterogeneity so that asymmetry is no evidence of publication bias. Because of
various problems, the use of the funnel plot has been strongly discouraged (8). In fact, our Cochrane 
review serves as a good example against the funnel plot. The six trials with participants under heavy 
acute physical stress, which found that vitamin C halved the number of colds, are all small. In a 
funnel plot of all 30 trials measuring incidence, these six small trials would lead to asymmetry.  
Thus, the funnel plot would “explain” the positive findings by publication bias, which would 
discourage further trials. In contrast, our subgroup analysis in which the positive results are 
explained by the special participants and conditions suggests direction for further research to test a 
justified hypothesis.

Shamseer and Vohra notice that we presented subgroup analysis for children for only one of 
five primary outcomes. In the incidence analysis, statistically significant heterogeneity disappeared 
when we divided trials to those with participants under acute physical stress and to those with 
participants of the general community. Trials with children are consistent with the pooled estimates 
of these two subgroups. The largest trial with children of the general community, by Ludvigsson et 
al. with 615 Swedish schoolchildren (9), found no effect by vitamin C on common cold incidence 
consistent with the adult trials in the general community. The single trial with children under acute 
physical stress, by Ritzel at a skiing school in the Swiss Alps (10), found 45% (95% CI: 5 to 68%) 
reduction in common cold incidence consistent with five trials with adults. Another outcome was the
severity of colds in regular supplementation trials. We divided trials to two subgroups by the 
outcome: severity measured by a severity score and by the mean days off work or school (P=0.004 
for the benefit of vitamin C over placebo in the two subgroups with 15 trials). The complex outcome
and the limited number of trials did not allow further subgroup analyses. Two outcomes were 
restricted to therapeutic trials and we state that “none of the therapeutic trials examined the effect of 
vitamin C on children”. Thus, there are clear reasons why we presented subgroup analysis for 
children for only one of the five outcomes.

I agree with Shamseer and Vohra’s comment that generalizing our results is hampered by the 
fact that most of the trials were carried out in developed countries. On the other hand, a group of 
four trials in the UK with schoolboys and male students found a 30% (95% CI: 19 to 40%) reduction
in common cold incidence by vitamin C supplementation (11). This subgroup is mentioned in our 
discussion, but two of the trials used doses less than 200 mg/day and were therefore excluded from 
the Cochrane analyses. Nevertheless, as regards the developing countries, this group of trials is 
interesting, because at the time of those four trials the dietary vitamin C intake in the UK was 
substantially lower than in other western countries and might have been suboptimal (11). A 
Canadian trial with adults also suggested that vitamin C supplementation effect might be modified 
by dietary vitamin C intake (12). “Days confined to house per subject” was reduced by 48% in 
participants who had low intake of fruit juices and by 22% in those who had high intake of juices; 
vitamin C dosage was 1 g/day regularly and 3 g/day extra during colds (12). Thus, as Shamseer and 
Vohra suggest, it seems possible that vitamin C might have a greater effect on the common cold and 
other respiratory infections (13) in developing countries in which low dietary vitamin C intake and 
high burden of respiratory infections coexist.
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